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Abstract 

There are two major directions for image retrieval 
system development. The first direction is the direct 
manipulation of information using query languages, 
which are precise to computers but not user friendly. 
The second direction is the development of natural in- 
terfaces, such as query by image example. The latter 
approach has the advantage of better query visual- 
ization, but it usually yields a low precision because 
users’ drawings may not be precise. IFQ (In Frame 
Query) is a visual user query interface for object-based 
media retrieval systems. It aims at not only providing 
a natural visual query interface but also supporting 
precise direct manipulation through automated query 
generating. Furthermore, IF& gives users flexibility of 
using combinations of semantics expressions, concep- 
tual definitions, sketch, and image examples to pose 
queries. 

Keywords. Object-based media retrieval, multime- 
dia databases, query language, visual query interface. 

1 Introduction 
With the increasing interest in multimedia systems, 

content-based image retrieval attracted attention of 
researchers. We concentrate our efforts on two issues: 
content-based image retrieval methods and query spec- 
ifications. 

Content-based retrieval methods includes two 
approaches[7]. In the first approach, image contents 
are modeled as a set of attributes extracted manu- 
ally or semi-automatically and are managed in tra- 
ditional relational DBMSs. Queries are posed using 
these attributes. The accuracy of this attribute-based 
(semantics-based) approach depends on levels of ab- 
straction. This approach is good at retrieval based on 
image semantics. However, it has a weakness of a low 
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visual expressive capability since images are visual and 
hard to describe in detail using text. Another weak- 
ness of this approach is that the attributes/semantics 
of images must be specified explicitly in advance if the 
semantics can not be extracted automatically. 

The second approach to content-based image re- 
trieval employs feature-extraction and object recog- 
nition techniques for image matching. This image 
matching-based (cognition-based) approach is usually 
computational expensive and difficult. As a result, 
this approach primarily aims at domain-specific ap- 
plications, such as face and finger print recognition 
and tumor identification in medical applications. This 
approach has the advantage of using visual exam- 
ples. However, one disadvantage of using the im- 
age matching-based approach alone is its lower pre- 
cision because users’ drawings are usually not precise 
enough. Another weakness of this approach is that it 
can not support queries on generalized concepts, such 
as transportation and appliances. 

As to query specification mechanisms, there are 
two major development directions. One direction is 
manipulation of the information through query lan- 
guages which are precise to computers but not natu- 
ral to users since they do not support visualization 
of queries. Approaches include (1) SQL-like query 
languages, such as the Multimedia Query Language 
MQL[10], and (2) various keyword-based interfaces. 

Another direction is the use of a more natural spec- 
ification method, such as querying by image examples. 
Related approaches include (1) cognition-based inter- 
faces that support queries by providing sketches and 
image examples, and (2) descriptive natural language- 
based systems where users pose queries by describ- 
ing target image semantics using a somewhat “natural 
language.” These two types of interfaces match users’ 
cognitive representation and mental models. However, 
their results usually yield low precision because queries 
are usually ambiguous to computers. 

We see that there is a gap between existing ap- 
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Figure 1: Visual Query Interface for Media Retrieval 

proaches to content-based image retrieval methods and 
query specification mechanisms. We believe the inte- 
gration of both approaches of content-based image re- 
trieval methods would give users a high flexibility to 
query image databases based on combinations of se- 
mantics and visual examples. We also argue that a 
query interface that can match users’ mental models 
through visualizing queries and also support precise 
information manipulation is essential for effective im- 
age retrieval. 

IFQ (In Frame Querying) is a visual interface 
for object-based media retrieval systems, such as the 
SEMCOG[11] (SEMantics and COGnition based im- 
age retrieval system). IFQ provides functionalities of 
object-based image retrieval, flexible visual query inter- 
face, and query specification assistance. IFQ queries 
are posed by specifying image objects, their semantics, 

image contents, and layouts. We have integrated se- 
mantics and cognition-based approaches to give users 
a higher flexibility to pose queries. As IFQ’s name 
states, queries themselves specified in the IF& window 
(frame) actually visualize target images as the query 
specification progresses. 

Figure 1 shows an example in which a user wants to 
retrieve an image containing a person and a computer 
where the person is to the right of the computer. Note 
that as shown in the figure, there is a gap between the 
user’s mental model and the actual images stored in 
the database system. An actual window dump of IFQ 
for this query is shown in the middle of Figure 1. The 
user specifies the query by interacting with IFQ while 
the corresponding query is automatically generated by 
IFQ. Figure 1 shows the corresponding query in CSQL 
(Cognition and Semantics-based Query Language), a 
SQL-like query language used in our system. 

With our system, users can use the combination of 
semantics and visual examples. Our system provides 
higher flexibility by integrating the approaches of 
semantics-based and cognition-based image retrieval. 
The result of the query is a set of images ranked by the 
matchings of the image objects and their layouts with 
the users’ query. The results for our example above 
contain two images. Please note that in the results 
the concept person has been relaxed to the concepts 
m a n  and woman accordingly. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We 
first review existing work related to this paper. We 
then give an overview of the architecture of a multime- 
dia database system, SEMCOG, that IF& is built on 
top of. In Section 4, we introduce our image database 
query language (CSQL), an extension of SQL. Sec- 
tion 5 presents the theory, design, and functionalities 
of IFQ. In Section 6, we discuss the extendibility of 
IFQ to video modeling and retrieval. Finally we offer 
our conclusions. 

2 Related Work 
H. Nishiyama et. al[12] pointed out that there are 

two patterns of end-users in their visual memory when 
they view paintings or images. The first pattern con- 
sist of roughly the whole image, whereas the second 
pattern concentrates on specific objects within the im- 
age, such as a man or a desk. These arguments sup- 
port the development of IFQ visual, which properly 
matches users’ query model, which captures semanti- 
cal, cognitive, and structural query content, with me- 
dia models in multimedia databases. 

In [l], Amato et. a1 suggests an object-based multi- 
media data model which also addresses the structural 
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properties of the images. They also discuss how the 
model can capture temporal information. However, 
they do not present a language or a user interface to 
support their data model. 

V. N. Gudivada et. al[S] categorizes one type of im- 
age retrieval as Retrieval by Spatial Constraints (RSC) 
that facilitates a class of queries that are based on rel- 
ative spatial relationships among objects in an image. 
RSC queries are further categorized into relaxed RSC 
queries and strict RSC queries. We take a similar ap- 
proach to compare spatial structures of users’ query 
specifications with stored images. 

Virage[3] is a system for image retrieval based on 
visual features, such as image primitives, such as color, 
shape, or texture and other domain specific features. 
Virage’s has an SQL-like query language extended by 
user-defined data types and functions. Virage provides 
users a form-based query interface called VIV, which 
is not a visual query interface like IFQ. 

QBIC[5] is a system that supports image retrieval 
using visual examples. The image matching is based 
on features images, such as colors, textures, shapes, lo- 
cations, and layout of images. QBIC does not provide 
semantics-based access to objects in images. 

SCORE[S] is a similarity-based image retrieval sys- 
tem developed at UIC. This work focuses on the use 
of a refined ER model to represent the contents of pic- 
tures and the calculation of similarity values based be- 
tween ER representations of images stored and query 
specifications. However, SCORE does not support 
image-mat ching. 

VisualSeek [9] is a content-based image query sys- 
tem developed at the Columbia University. Visualseek 
uses color distributions to retrieve images. Although 
Visualseek is not object-based, it provides region- 
based image retrieval: users can specify how color re- 
gions shall be placed with respect top each other. Vi- 
sualSeek also provide image comparisons and sketches 
for image retrieval. However, Visualseek is designed 
for image matching, it does not support retrieval based 
on semantics. 

Chabot project[l3] at UC Berkeley is initiated to 
study storage and retrieval of a vast collection of dig- 
itized images. Chabot provides a form based browser 
where users can either provide metadata, keywords, 
concepts, or color-distributions to retrieve images. 
Chabot also supports concept definition functionali- 
ties. However, Chabot is not object-based, it does 
not provide facilities for spatial queries and semantic- 
based object retrieval. 

VISUAL[4] is an object-oriented graphical query 
language designed for scientific databases where the 

data has spatial properties and exploratory queries 
are common. VISUAL has a visual interface to al- 
low users to pose queries based on an object-oriented 
query specification model. VISUAL’S interface is more 
like a graphical query interface. 

MQL[10] is a multimedia query language. MQL 
also supports a Contain predicate through pattern 
matching on images, voice, or text. However, all users’ 
input must be text rather than both using visual in- 
terfaces. 

3 System Architecture 
SEMCOG architecture contains five components as 

shown in Figure 2. For more detail of SEMCOG, 
please see [ll] We summarize the functionality of each 
component as follows: 

The Facilitator coordinates the interactions be- 
tween components of SEMCOG. It forwards im- 
age matching related tasks to the Cognition-based 
Query Processor and non-image matching tasks to the 
Semantics-based Query Processor. One advantage of 
assigning these tasks to the Facilitator because the 
Facilitator has more complete knowledge of the query 
execution statistics and it can provide a globally opti- 
mum query processing. 

COIR (Content-Oriented Image Retrieval) [8] is an 
object-based image retrieval engine based on colors 
and shapes. We use it as the Cognition-based Query 
Processor in SEMCOG. The main task of the COIR is 
to identify image regions based on pre-extracted image 
metadata, colors and shapes. Since an object may 
consist of multiple image regions, COIR consults the 
image component catalog for matching image objects. 

When an image is 6‘registered” at SEMCOG, the 
Image Semantics Editor interacts with COIR to edit 
the semantics of an image and objects in the image. 
The Image Semantics Editor then stores the image, 
semantics, and image metadata to the database. 

The Terminology Manager maintains a terminology 
base which is used for query relaxation. For example, 
a user may submit a query as “Retrieve all images con- 
taining an appliance.” Since appliance is a generalized 
concept rather than an atomic term, the facilitator 
consults the Terminology Manager to reformulate the 
query. Existing dictionaries, such as Wordnet, can be 
employed to build a terminology base. 

The Semantics-based Query Processor performs 
queries concerning image semantics. The image se- 
mantics required for query processing is generated 
during the image registration. The semantics-based 
query processing is the same as traditional query pro- 
cessing on relational DBMSs. 
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Figure 2: System Architecture of SEMCOG 

4 Query Language 
CSQL is the underlying query language used in 

SEMCOG by augmenting SQL with additional predi- 
cates to handle multimedia data. These predicates ex- 
tend the underlying database system to a multimedia 
database system. These predicates defined in CSQL 
include: (1) Semantics-based is (e.g. man vs. man), 
is-a (e.g. car vs. transportation, man vs. human), 
and s-like for “semantics like” (e.g. car vs. truck); (2) 
Cognition-based: i-like for “image like” that compares 
visual signatures of two arguments and contains; (3) 
spatial relationship-based such as above, below and etc. 

5 IFQ Query Interface 
The IF& (In Frame Query) interface is shown in 

Figure 3. IFQ, implemented using Tcl/Tk and run- 
ning on X window systems, is a visually rich query 

Figure 3: IFQ Specification Window (top) and CSQL 
Generating Window (button) 

interface which allows users to pose queries using com- 
binations of keywords, concepts, semantics, image ex- 
amples, sketches, and spatial relationships in a sin- 
gle “frame”. As IFQ’s name shows, the query spec- 
ification in the IFQ window (frame) itself visualizes 
the target images as query specification process pro- 
gresses. IFQ allows users to specify queries in a more 
natural manner: users can graphically describe ob- 
jects contained in the target image and their layout. 
The corresponding CSQL query is generated by the 
interface. As a result, users are not required to be 
aware of the schema and implementation details. In 
this section we give details of the theory, design, and 
functionalities of IFQ. 

5.1 Query Specification 

The query specification process in IFQ consists of 
three steps: (1) introducing objects in the target im- 
age, (2) describing objects, and (3) specifying objects’ 
spatial relationships. In IFQ, objects are represented 
with bullets, and descriptors, which describe the prop- 
erties of the objects they are attached to, are repre- 
sented as small bullets. Now we show, step by step, 
how the query “Retrieve all images in which there is a 
man to the right of a car and he looks like this image” 
can be posed using IFQ: 

e In step 1, user introduces the first object in the 
image. 

e In step 2, s/he further describes the object by 
attaching “ilike < image >” and “is man” de- 
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Figure 4: Semantics Input Windows 

Figure 6: Sketch Input Windows 

Figure 5: Image Path Input Windows 

scriptors. Figure 4 shows the interface for spec- 
ifying semantics of entity descriptors. Figure 5 
shows the interface for input images by specify- 
ing the file path. After a user specifies an image 
path, the system automatically replaces the de- 
scriptor with the thumbnail size image the user 
specifies. Users can also draw sketches to pro- 
vide visual examples as part of queries using the 
interface shown in Figure 6. 

0 In step 3, user introduces another object and de- 
scribes it using the “is car” descriptor. 

0 Then, in step 4 user describes the spatial relation- 
ship between these two objects by drawing a line, 
labeled by to-the-right-of, from the man object to 
the car object. Figure 7 shows the interface for 
specifying spatial relationships. 

Please note that while user is specifying the query 
using IFQ as shown in Figure 3, the corresponding 
CSQL query is automatically generated in the CSQL 
window. Users do not need not be aware of the CSQL 
syntax and variable specifications since these are han- 
dled by the IF& interface. Users pose queries by sim- 
ply clicking buttons and dragging and dropping icons 
representing entities and descriptors. 

5 1.1 Checking and Arrangement 
IFQ also has two optional functionalities to increase 
the perceptual quality and correctness of the query 
specifications. The first one is the arrange option. 
IFQ can check the matching between the spatial re- 
lationship specifications and the actual layout on the 
screen. If there is a mismatch, IFQ rearranges the 

Figure 7: Spatial Relationship Input Windows 

query objects on the screen according to the query 
specifications. Furthermore, if there is a conflict in 
the layout specifications provided by the user (e.g. a 
man is specified to be above a tree and the same tree is 
specified to be above the man), IFQ informs the user 
by highlighting such conflict specifications. 

5.1.2 Viewing the Results 

After the query is specified, the user can submit it. 
The query generated in the CSQL window below the 
IFQ window will then be executed. Figure 8 shows a 
query “retrieve images in which there is a man and a 
cas, the man is to the right of the car, and the man 
looks like the image me.gir  and its result. The result 
contains thumbnail size images ranked by degrees of 
confidence. Users can click on any thumbnail image 
to see the real image as shown on the right side. 

5.1.3 Iconization 

The second optional functionality of IFQ is the iconize 
option which replaces the semantic terms of descrip- 
tors in the IFQ window with the corresponding icons 
to improve the perceptual quality of the query. In 
Figure 9, we show a window dump in which man and 
transportation are replaced by icons. 
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Figure 8: Query Results and Image Retrieved 
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Figure 9: Semantics Extraction and Its Results 

5.2 Semantics Extraction/Relaxation 

It is often that users want to learn more on image 
contents or relax query conditions for initial queries 
since they may not have specific target images in their 
mind. When the users retrieves initial sets of images, 
they would have better ideas on how to refine the 
queries. IFQ supports these functionalities through 
IF& and user interactions. 

Figure 9 shows an example that the user relaxes 
the condition in Figure 8 for “being a car” to “being a 
kind of transportation” using is-a transportation and 
the user also wants to extract the semantics of the cor- 
responding objects in the retrieved candidate images. 
This form of interaction for semantics extraction is 
performed by specifying unbound descriptors. In this 
example, the user attached an unbound descriptor to 
the object and IFQ assigned a name (out4) to it to 
check the actual matched semantics. The correspond- 
ing CSQL query generated by IFQ is as follows: 

select image P, X.semantics 
where P contains X 

and P contains Y 
and X is-a transportation 
and Y is 
and Y i-like me.eif 
and Y to-the*-of X 

The result given in Figure 9 shows two candidate im- 
ages. One image contains a car and the other contains 
a bus as the results for X.semantics (out4 as its label) 
are car and bus. In this example, the second candidate 
image has a lower confidence, because the human in 
the image can not be identified as a man. We next 
show how CSQL queries are generated. 

5.3 Query Modeling and Generating 

In this section, we describe how we model CSQL 
queries using IFQ visual specifications. The predicates 
in CSQL can be grouped into three categories: 

0 Containment: Since SEMCOG is an object-based 
image database system, users can query image ob- 
jects with finer granularity than a whole image. 
When a user specifies a query to retrieve images 
with some objects in it, contain is the default con- 
dition that must be satisfied. An example of this 
type of query, “retrieve all images that contain 
one object”, can be posed as select image P where 
P contains X .  

0 Object description: Users can further specify vi- 
sual and semantic descriptions of objects using 
the following predicates: is, is-a, d i k e ,  and i-like. 
An example of this type of query, “retrieve all im- 
ages that contain a man”, can be posed as select 
image P where (P contains X )  and (X  is E). 

0 Spatial relationship: Users can describe the spa- 
tial relationships between the objects in the re- 
quired images using the following predicates: 
to-the-right-of, to-the-lefl-of, above-of, and be- 
low-of. An example query can be posed as: 
select image p where (p contains x) and (p  
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Select image P where 
6 

X is 

CW - Y is 
X to-the-right-of Y 

car 

Select image P 
where P contains X 
and P contains Y 
and X is man 
and X i-like me.bmp 
and Y is car 
and X to-the-right-of Y 

P contains X P contains Y 
Figure 10: Query Modeling Using IFQ Specifications 

contains y) and (x is E )  and (y is-a 
transportation) and (y to-the-right-of x). 

The way that we map these three types of query cri- 
teria to visual specifications in IFQ is similar to the 
ER (Entity-Relational) data model. The entities and 
relationships in the ER model correspond to the ob- 
jects and spatial relationships in IFQ. The attributes 
in the ER model correspond to the descriptors in IFQ 
with the following differences: (1) In IF&, the num- 
ber of descriptors (attributes) may vary for different 
objects, (2) the types of descriptors (attributes) may 
vary; types of descriptors can be used to describe vi- 
sual features (such as i-like) or semantics, such as 
d i k e  or is-a, and (3)  the descriptors (attributes) can 
be unbound as described later in Section 5.2. 

The guide lines of modeling CSQL queries to IFQ 
visual specifications are as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

“Select image P where” is a default CSQL state- 
ment generated when an IFQ window is initial- 
ized. 

The Containment type of CSQL specifications are 
modeled by adding objects in the IFQ window. 
That is, by adding an object in the IFQ window, 
a CSQL statement “P contains object-variable” is 
generated. The corresponding object-variable is 
assigned by the query generator. 

Object description type of CSQL specifica- 
tions are modeled by adding object descrlp- 
tors and attaching object descriptors to objects. 
The object descriptors can be “ i s  172(371”, ‘%-a 
transportation”, “i-like tree. bmp” , “ d i k e  man, 
and so on. When the user attaches an object 
descriptor, say “is m”, to an object, say X ,  a 
CSQL statement “X is man” is generated. 

4 .  Spatial relationship type of CSQL specifications 
are modeled by adding lines between two ob- 
jects and specifying spatial meanings of the lines. 
When the user draws a line between two ob- 
jects, say object-variable1 and object-variable2, 
and specifies the line as to-the-right-of, a 
CSQL statement object-variable1 to-the-right-of 
object-variable2 is generated. 

On the left side of Figure 10, we illustrate how each 
IF& specification corresponds to the CSQL query 
statements. The right side of Figure 10 shows the 
CSQL query generated for the given IFQ specification. 

5.4 Concept Definitions 

In many cases, users may want to define their own 
concepts. IFQ also supports user defined concepts 
through combinations of visual examples, semantics 
and predicates defined in CSQL, such as i-like and as. 

For example, users may define the concept of trans- 
portation as follows: 

Define concept transportation as 
select Psemantics 
where P is or  P is airplane or P is ship o r  P is bicycle 

Users can also define concepts using visual exam- 
ples. For example, a user may define the concepts of 
Fuji-Mountain and Luke as follows: 

Define concept Fujihlountain as 
select image P 
where P i-like fujimountahgif 

Define concept Lake as 
select image P 
where P a-lake 1akel.gif 

or P d i k e  1- 
or  P i-like 

- 
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Figure 11: Video Modeling in IFQ 

A concept can be also defined using other defined con- 
cepts or combinations of semantics and visual exam- 
ples as a regular CSQL query. A concept definition 
Fuji-Mountain-by-a-lake can be posed as follows: 

Define concept Fujihlountain-byalake as 
select image P 
where P contains X 

and P contains Y 
and X i-like Fhjihlountain 
and Y i-like 
and X on-the-top-of Y 

6 Extending IFQ to Video Retrieval 

IF& can be extended for querying video data. We 
are currently working on a method of modeling video 
data based on the image modeling discussed in Sec- 
tion 5.3. Our goal is to translate the video retrieval 
process into object-based image retrieval, and hence 
to build a video retrieval system on top of SEMCOG 
by extending existing CSQL predicates and IFQ. 

Figure 11 shows a three-level model of video repre- 
sentation. At the first level (object level), we model 
the video objects. An object consists of two parts: se- 
mantics and visual identity. Objects, along with the 
corresponding spatial information, form an image. An 
image with additional information, such as Fkame #, 
Appearing-time, and Caption, forms a video Frame. 
A sequence of video frames along with additional in- 
formation, such as Title,  Length,  and temporal infor- 
mation, forms a video clip. Please note the temporal 
information available in the video level because the 
temporal information is derived from R a m e  # and 
Appearing-time information in the frame level. 

Figure 12: Example IFQ Query for Video Retrieval 

For example, a query of the form “retrieve video 
clips in which there are a car and a man and the 
car which is moving to the right passes the man” can 
be posed using IFQ as shown in Figurel2. Figure 12 
shows two still images representing this query by two 
frames in the video separated with at most 6 seconds. 
In our video modeling, this video retrieval query can 
be translated into two image retrieval queries for the 
two still images with temporal relationship constraint 
(< 6 seconds apart) at the video level. The IFQ query 
shown in Figure 12 can be translated into a Video 
CSQL (VCSQL) query as follows: 

select video V 
where V contains Framel 

and V contains Frame2 
and (Frame2.Appearing-time 

Framel.Appearing-time) < 6 
and (F’rame2.Appearing-time 

F’ramel.Appearing-time) > 0 
and Framel contains X 
and Framel contains Y 
and X is 
and Y is 
and Y to-the-right-of X in Framel 
and Frame2 contains X 
and Frame2 contains Y 
and X i s  
and Y i s  man 
and X to-the-right-of Y in Frame2 
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One way to answer this query is to allocate two frames 
that match the query specifications and then check 
their temporal relationships which can be specified in 
seconds or numbers of frames. Of course, we can in- 
crease the efficiency of this process by using temporal 
indices. 

7 Conclusions 
This paper has presented design, theory, and imple- 

mentation of IFQ in this paper. We start with the mo- 
tivation of IFQ through analysis of existing approaches 
of content-based image retrieval methods and query 
specification mechanisms. Then, we present our prob- 
lem statement as the investigation and development 
of techniques that address three essential features of 
media retrieval: (1) Object-based image retrieval, (2) 
flexible visual query interface, and (3) query specifica- 
tion assistance. The contributions of our work include 
integrating various approaches and techniques to sup- 
port the above features. IFQ (In Frame Query) is 
developed to support object-based media retrieval. It 
serves as a visual user query interface and query gener- 
ator and can run on various DBMSs that support user 
defined functions and data types (part of the SQL3 
standard). 
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